
More Searches, 
More Links, Better 
Outcomes

Instant device attribution, 
chronological history
and activity from all other 
law enforcement agencies.
The NMPR provides the most 
comprehensive intelligence picture 
available to investigators today. 

A simple interface gives one-stop, single-
search access to over a billion records 
of device and item history data sourced 
from retailers, traders, manufacturers, 
insurers and the public. All data is fully 
consented to and requires no further 
authority to search.

Every search can’t yield a case-critical 
result, but the footprint it leaves connects 
with all subsequent activity from 
other investigators, ensuring prompt, 
automated alerts when new information 
becomes available. 

 ● Real-time connections to other LEA’s 
investigations, crime reports, custody 
suite activity and found or seized 
items 

 ● Search by device, phone number, mac 
address, IMEI, Bluetooth IDs, serial 
numbers, crypto wallet IDs, and other 
unique security marks and intrinsic 
identifiers

 ● Link your suspect in custody today 
with a crime report from a different 
force 

 ● Discover that another agency shares 
your interest in specific items or 
phone numbers

 ● Identify device movements and trade, 
critical to lead generation



NMPR benefits include:

Crime Reduction Ecosystem

Dataset summary:

Recipero has spent over 20 years gathering 
data and building relationships with police, 
partners, clients and the public in order 
to develop a crime reduction ecosystem. 
The NMPR leverages this entire dataset, 
built from a number of unique solutions: 
the NMPR, Immobilise, Report My Loss, 
ClaimsCheck, AssetWatch and CheckMEND. 

Automatic (but optional) sharing 
of activity with all UK law 
enforcement agencies

Instant response for rapid 
attribution and lead generation

The least intrusive search: all 
data is fully consented to, no 
more authorisations needed

Confidence from a police-
accredited system

A licensing structure enabling 
every investigator to have 
access at a lower cost than 
typical restrictive provisions

Property ownership data

Loss reporting data

Commercial / transaction data

Insurance claims data

GSMA / lost and stolen data

Police data

Corporate assets data

Accreditation applies to Recipero solutions

Find out what the 
NMPR can do for your 
organisation. 
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